A ring A is called a * -ring if A is a prime ring and A has no nonzero proper prime homomorphic image. The * -ring was introduced by Korolczuk in 1981. Since * -rings have an important role in radical theory of rings, the properties of * -ring have been being investigated
A prime ring A is called a * -ring if A has no nonzero proper ideal I of A such that I A is a prime ring (Korolczuk [6] ). Some properties of * -rings were presented in (France-Jackson [2] ). * -rings have been being studied intensively in radical theory of rings because of Gardner's question p * -modules and a Special Class of Modules … 13 mentioned in (Gardner [4] 
(Gardner and Wiegandt [5] ). 
and we consider the class ∑ might satisfy the following conditions:
for all nonzero ideals B of A. (Gardner and Wiegandt [5] 
and ,
If ∑ is a special class of modules, then
is a special class of rings. Conversely, if μ is a special class of rings and we define
is a prime A-module and
is a special class of modules (Nicholson and Watters [7] ). :
Since π is a special class of rings, the class
is a special class of modules.
These basic theories motivate us to investigate the special class of modules generated by . k *
Main Results
Let defined by ( ) ( ).
The following theorem shows that every * -ring is a p * -module. 
we can construct the nonzero ideal a of A generated by a such that The converse above is not true in general.
Example 2.6. The ring
is a * -ring. By Theorem 2.5, we have J is a p * -module over J. However, the module J over itself is not a simple module. 
Proof. We can follow the construction of a special class of modules generated by a special class of rings presented in (Nicholson and Watters [7] ) or we will explain the detail of proof by showing that the class We will show that ( ) 
